Shakespeare’s Lost Purple Bloodline - An Irresponsible Descendant Ronald Bates - 2018-08-24 eloquently and effectively presents historical vulnerability, wisdom and authority that the gospel makes available. Stop cyclical patterns of dysfunction in your family. Emerge into new areas of freedom and authority. This revelatory teaching includes prayers to spiritually cleanse your bloodline. Get ready to see cycles powerfully reversed, and experience the full manifestation of Jesus victory in your life!

Four hundred years, my family has been passing down the story of why our grandparent’s wrote, how they hid their children in the new world for safety from the Church, and how they hid their signatures in the greatest writings in the English language. They worked in secret and formed secret societies. As the Shakespeare foil we know, “there was an invisible Lodestar to which the English Shakespeare was an invisible Lodestar to which the English Saeldon went.” There are thousands of us in America. This book follows the family tree of Henry VIII, Elizabeth I, Mary Sidney Herbert, and Edward Devere to present day. It is a Roots meets National Treasures meets Da Vinci Code, filled with facts and clues left from hundreds of years ago to modern day that tells their story. This book is a legacy to my children and family. It is very valuable to any Freemason, Elizabethan historian, or any. Free Mason and proud to be free! After sharing my story and comparing pictures of my family and Queen Elizabeth I, Mary Sidney Herbert, and Edward Devere, in college, the professor said, “You write that book and someone will make a movie out of it!” So the writing begins.

Shakespeare’s Lost Purple Bloodline - An Irresponsible Descendant Ronald Bates - 2018-08-24 For centuries, Freemasons have kept their secrets safe and hidden. If you have ancestors named Shakespeare, Johnson, or Devere, you may be a descendant of Sir Francis Bacon, the father of modern science and medicine. You may be a direct descendant of Shakespeare, Bacon, and Horace Mann, and you are probably a direct descendant of the Puritans, who were instrumental in the development of the United States. You may even be a direct descendant of the Pilgrims, who came to America on the Mayflower. These stories are all true, and they reveal the true story of America. This book is a must-read for anyone who is interested in American history or the history of the United States. It is a must-read for anyone who wants to understand the true history of America.

The Inspired Heart - Jerry Westmorean - 2002 - The Inspired Heart is a decision to destroy his large body of art, give away all of his possessions, and spend the next ten years wandering, seeking, listening, and trusting God to take care of him.

Ariana Stallin is no stranger to heartbreak. After the death of her mother, Ariana moved away and settled down in La Pine, Oregon. Seclusion was top priority. Once she was settled in and started a small business, the warnings came from a handful of locals. The weather was always out of control and strange things seemed to happen on a daily basis. Plunged into the chaos of the supernatural, Ariana finds herself faced with a decision that will change her life forever. A vampire who will stop at nothing to protect her, causing a tidal wave of questions. Will she find the answer?
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Showing many through her autobiography, not to give up on faith, and let evil destroy you, and pound you six feet under. For at the end, everyone with faith shall be a
understanding life. Understanding the meaning of being you, as she speaks a true story. Telling you thoughts you would never imagine could happen to a young lady.

Winners, understanding her story.

Showing many through her autobiography, not to give up on faith, and let evil destroy you, and pound you six feet under. For at the end, everyone with faith shall be a
understanding life. Understanding the meaning of being you, as she speaks a true story. Telling you thoughts you would never imagine could happen to a young lady.

Writing about the past helps to explain why I am discontent and continuously angry. I am reminded that America is a society dominated by religious fundamentalism
and racism. After a time, I rejected the White American world and went to Asia, seeking another basis for my identity. My identity is still in question. I cannot become
American citizen. As my birth certificate clearly states - I am not an accepted racial color. The Life and Times of a Hyphenated American

Blighted - a gritty historical novel about the Mafia in 1920s New York, from Edgar Award-winning author Warren Murphy. The Falcones are an immigrant family living in New York City in 1920. Their patriarch, Tony, is a respected policeman. His sons, Tommy and Mario, both served in the Great War and are now upsolving citizen and cop. But their cousin Nilo has a dark past, and he fled to America after causing several deaths in a fight in Italy. Nilo soon falls in love with Don Marsanoo, a Mafia boss with a violent and bloody past. They marry, and a bloody war breaks out. Their lives are never the same. This is the true story of the first Mafia war and the first Mafia war in New York.
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This book is about my mother, father and my family. It is a fast food that will take you on a journey of my parents. I grow up with my mother and I remember her telling me about her past and her journey with my father. He takes me to school, and he has children with two people. My mother, Winnie, would have never thought how important she had been to this family structure. Most mornings, she would just sit there, drink her coffee, smoke her cigarette and every so often sing a lyric from "The Old Rugged Cross". She was a wonderful individual who always believed that tomorrow would be a better
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In Louis Bruno's first fantasy novel, Come Home, Young One, is about a young child raised by an old king, Engmar, but the dark child’s birth is shrouded in multiple stories, and characters who have their own drama as they enter the dark child’s journey to kill his dark father whom he has never met. Along the way, questions arise, and each character reveals their tale, and what brings them together in the Dark Child’s journey.